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Today’s Agenda
• Emerging Technologies
• 3D Printing
• Artificial Intelligence
• Blockchain
• Compliance Issues
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Introduction to 3D Printing
• Technology that transforms how and where goods are designed, made
(printed), distributed, and sold.
− Manufacturing technology that begins with a digital design file on a
computer, which can be sent to a 3D printer anywhere in the world.
− Also known as additive manufacturing
− Will likely interrupt and replace $12 trillion manufacturing industry

• 3D printers interpret files layer by layer, and deposit thin layers of the
selected material over and over until the desired three-dimensional object is
formed.
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Government Use of 3D Printing
• DoD: high demand parts in theater to resolve logistical challenges
• Navy: on amphibious assault ships to print metal parts for use in
maintenance, repair and overhaul

• US Army Armament Research, Development and Engineering Center:
printed grenade launcher called “RAMBO”
• DoE NNSA: to create new materials not found in nature with specific
properties necessary for certain applications.
• Beads to capture carbon dioxide to mitigate climate change, better
armor material for warfighters, living tissue, etc.
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Government Use of 3D Printing (cont.)
• Government contractors typically use the “powder bed fusion”
methodology
• Allows users to merge different types of durable metals into a
composite, often suitable for aircraft and machinery
• High power laser selectively fuses regions of a powder bed
• With each new layer, the platform lowers and the machine rolls a new
thin layer of powder across platform
• Also known as Selective Laser Sintering (SLS)
• Materials used in this process may include steel, aluminum, bronze,
gold, titanium, cobalt chrome, nylon, polystyrene, and soft/stretchy
thermoplastic elastomer
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3D Printing Methods
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Agency Activity on 3D Printing
• Initiatives by several agencies, including DoD and DoE, to promote
innovation related to 3D Printing
• General Services Administration created a Schedule 36 Special Item Number
(SIM) for 3D Printing: 51 400 – 3D Printing Solutions
• Joint America Makes and the American National Standard Institute (ANSI)
Standardization Roadmap for Additive Manufacturing (version 2.0)
identifies gaps in Aerospace and Defense industry regulations for 3D
Printing
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Licensing Patents to Use 3D Printing
• 3D Manufacturing Format (3MF) = file format standard developed to
enhance STL for sending full-fidelity 3D models to a mix of other
applications, platforms, services and printers
• Interoperable standards, like 3MF, can involve an expensive war between
implementers and standard-essential patent (SEP) holders over patentlicensing royalties to use 3DP technology
• Possible solution – 3MF Consortium members agree to either contribute
their standard-essential technology as open-source code or license it
royalty free—but consortium needs support because adoption is waning
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Introduction to Artificial Intelligence
• Artificial Intelligence (AI) is the ability of machines to perform tasks that
normally require human intelligence.
• Examples include:
• recognizing patterns
• learning from experience
• drawing conclusions
• making predictions
• taking action digitally or as the smart software behind autonomous
physical systems
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Government Use of AI
• New York: developing computer management system to answer citizens’
questions about city services
• US Postal Service: handwriting recognition to sort mail by ZIP code
• FAA: an automated system to track flights and reroute when necessary
• U.S. Air Force: working to produce prototypes of Predictive Maintenance
solutions to predict the maintenance needs on equipment
• DoD: Project Maven to identify weapons or any programmed objects
captured in drone footage and other images
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Agency Activity on AI
• February 2019 Executive Order encourages agencies, including DoD,
Commerce, HHS, DoE, NASA and NSF, to allocate resources to R&D related
to AI
• DoD established the Joint Artificial Intelligence Center to “swiftly introduce
new capabilities and effectively experiment with new operational concepts
in support of DoD’s warfighting missions and business functions”
• Within the next few months anticipated agencies will receive guidance from
OMB on the development of regulatory and non-regulatory approaches to
AI technologies
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Agency Activity on AI (cont.)
•

Anticipated Executive Order (EO) will require:
• OMB within 90 days of the EO, to invite the public to identify areas of improvement to AI
technologies and within 120 days, to update implementation guidance supporting use of AI
R&D by better cataloging USG’s supply chain data stored across thousands of datasets in
multiple servers, databases, and computers
• Select Committee and the General Services Administration (GSA) within 180 days to
recommend to the President ways to support federally funded AI R&D
• National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)within 180 days, to issue a plan for
Federal engagement in development of technical standards and tools to support use of AI
technologies
• All agencies after appropriations are enacted to identify programs for AI R&D
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Introduction to Blockchain
• A blockchain is a distributed ledger that:
• Records any transaction or information chronologically, permanently and
unalterably
• Uses one-way hash cryptography that is computationally impractical to break
• Is immutable and visible to all permissioned users
• Can be programmed to trigger transactions automatically
• Uses Peer-to-Peer transmission
• Requires no reliance on third-party intermediaries
• Provides an inherently valid and permanent record of all records in the chain
• Also called “Distributed Ledger Technologies”
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Government Use of Blockchain
• State Department: partnered with Coca-Cola to create a secure registry for workers
and prevent exploitative labor practices
• Illinois: exploring the use to record the transfer of property titles
• General Services Administration: pilot program to to intelligently automate FASt
Lane contract review process and reduce review time for proposal awards and:
• Streamline the procedures required to place an order
• Shorten procurement cycles
• Ensure compliance with all relevant federal regulations
• Achieve the best value to the government
• Law Enforcement agencies: to track suspicious patterns of activity
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Agency Activity on Blockchain
• Anticipated development of regulatory scheme
• Department of Treasury encouragement of its use to detect and prosecute
financial crimes and terrorist activities
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Areas of Regulatory & Contractual Impact
• Change Control Procedures
• Qualification of Suppliers and
Source Materials

• Counterfeit Parts Avoidance
• Testing & Inspection
• Disposition of Traditional
Manufacturers

• Types of Materials

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Critical Safety Items
Cybersecurity
Small Business Considerations
Manufacturing Location
Export Controls
Cost & Pricing Issues
Data Rights
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Change Control Procedures
Does transition to new technology on an existing contract constitute a change under the contract?
 Drawing changes

 Configuration changes

 Specification changes

 Engineering changes

 Part number changes

 Warranty Clause requiring strict conformance

 Technical Data Package

 Discrepancies

 (TDP) Changes

•

Contractors may need to have parts made using new technology re-certified or approved to
meet Government standards

•

Any changes in the drawings, designs, or specifications determined necessary by the
Contracting Officer may need to be made under the Changes Clause
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Qualification of Supplier / Source Materials
• Will use of new technology result in changes to suppliers?
• Does contract require approval of any new suppliers?
• Authorization requirements, e.g. Approved Product Sources, etc.?

• Qualification requirements?
• FAR 52.209-1 imposes pre-award quality assurance requirements
• With what contracts terms will new suppliers need to comply?
• Potential for new DoD rules regarding qualification of components under 3D
Printing processes
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Counterfeit Parts Avoidance
• If delivering electronic parts or assembly containing electronic parts manufactured
using new technology, has contractor ensured compliance with existing protocol and
system for detecting counterfeit parts?
• DFARS 252.246-7007 requires establishing and maintaining acceptable
counterfeit electronic part detection and avoidance system, including using
approved suppliers

• Does contract requires implementation of counterfeit electronic parts detection
and avoidance system consistent with latest version of SAE standard AS5553?
• Are new suppliers approved per DFARS 252.246-7008?

• Prime contractors may require mechanical components to be covered under
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Counterfeit Parts avoidance systems in addition to electronic parts and assemblies

Testing & Inspection
• Does transition to new technology impact First Article Testing & Approval?
• Is there requirement for First Article Approval - Contractor Testing (FAR 52.209-3)?

• Did materials/BOM change after First Article Testing?
• Have changes to drawings, specifications, part numbers, etc. been approved as
required in advance of testing/inspection requirements?
• Need to consider if previously furnished the product to the Government and
subsequent changes in processes or specifications
• Government must approve the first article testing
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Testing & Inspection (cont.)
•

•

Does transition to new technology require additional Government Source Inspection?
•

Is there a requirement for Government Source Inspection (GSI)?

•

Have changes to drawings, specifications, part numbers, etc. been approved as required in
advance of testing/inspection requirements?

Source inspection generally occurs at either the point where goods are made or
assembled
•

FAR 46.402 Government Contract Quality Assurance at Source

•

To assess whether supplies meet applicable contract specifications and drawings

•

Contract terms may require non-destructive testing have a GSI

•

Inspection of supplies before transfer or acceptance is key for DoD quality assurance programs
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Disposition of Traditional Manufacturing
• Will transition to new technology result in Government-furnished traditional
manufacturing equipment becoming obsolete as replaced by new processes?

• Government furnished property (GFP) includes, but is not limited to, spares
and property furnished for repair, maintenance, overhaul, or modification
• Government furnished equipment (GFE) consists of equipment, special tooling,
or special test equipment that is provided for use on a government contract
• Disposition of GFP and GFE and protocol for its return to the Government
is subject to specific requirements and protocols
• Ensure compliance with property close-out and disposition instructions of GFP
and GFE previously used for traditional manufacturing
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Type of Material Considerations
• Does material used in new technology (particularly 3D Printing) include specialty metals?
• Steel, iron-nickel alloys, nickel alloys, titanium and titanium alloys; or zirconium and
zirconium alloys as defined in DFARS 252.225-7008
• Were the specialty metals melted or produced in U.S. or outlying areas?
• Berry Amendment – requires specialty metal delivered under contract to be
melted or produced in the United States or its outlying areas
• Does an exception apply to allow inclusion of specialty metals?
• Does deliverable from new technology include hazardous materials?
• Have labeling requirements of DFARS 252.223-7001 been met?
• Have MSDS and listing requirements of FAR 52.223-3 been met?
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Type of Material Considerations (cont.)
• Does manufacturing process using new technology (particularly 3D printing) release
toxic chemicals?
• FAR 52.223-14 requires contractors to report and fill out proper Toxic Chemical
Release forms for each impacted facility
• Does deliverable item using new technology include radioactive material?
• FAR 52.223-7 requires notice if deliverable contains radioactive material
• Does deliverable item using new technology include hexavalent chromium?

• DFARS 252.223-7008 prohibits deliverables that contain certain hexavalent
chromium conditions
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Critical Safety Items
• If using new technology to produce a part designated as a Critical Safety Item (CSI),
must consider quality requirements
• DFARS 252.209-7010 requires that manufacturers of CSIs conform with
heightened quality assurance requirements
• Additional contract certification requirements for Flight Safety Parts
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Cybersecurity
• Will transition to new technology result in new Covered Defense Information (CDI)?
• Potential to receive new CDI, e.g., in CAD files during 3D Printing
• Will AI constitute CDI?
• Will transition expand contactor’s network where CDI safeguarding applies?
• Are there additional components or network expansions security controls requiring
new controls (e.g., new 3D printer on network, where AI is being employed)
• Will transition impact NIST requirements?
• Will transition result in new Controlled Unclassified Information (CUI) subject to FAR?
• Will transition result in additional Personally Identifiable Information (PII) or other
information protected under the Privacy Act?
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Small Business Subcontracting
• Will transition to new technology impact obligations under contractor’s Small
Business Subcontracting Plan?
• Does contract contain small business subcontracting plan?
• If so, does change in supplier impact small business subcontractors currently
engaged?

• If getting a new vendor as a result of transition, notify Government and small
business representatives
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Manufacturing Location
• Does transition to new technology result in changes in manufacturing location(s)?
• Contract provisions could require disclosure or certification of place of
manufacture
• Change in Manufacturing Line, Facility Location or Process Provisions
• Does transition to or use of new technology require analysis of domestic source
restrictions?
• Will parts manufactured using 3D Printing be considered “printed” in the U.S.?
• Are material components or supplies used for new technology obtained from foreign
sources?
• Buy American Act(BAA)/Trade Agreement Act (TAA) considerations
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Export Controls
•

Does the use of or transition to new technology require analysis of export controls?

•

Currently, “emerging technologies” may not be positively identified under ITAR or EAR

• Certain CAD files, e.g., a CAD file to manufacture a gun, are controlled
•

Department of Commerce has existing controls over 3D printers that are:

•

“Specially designed” for manufacturing gas turbine engine blades, vanes or “tip shrouds” or
“directional-solidification or single-crystal additive manufacturing equipment”
•

Includes software specially designed to control directional solidification or single crystal
material growth

•

Also includes technology for the manufacture of equipment captured by these controls
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Cost & Pricing Issues
• Does transition to new technology result in changes to manufacturing, creating
higher startup costs or higher material-per-product costs that result in long-term
savings in production?
• Is certified cost and pricing data impacted?
• Could changes in costs impact any pricing under the GSA Schedule?

• Are there shared deliverable costs that run across different end products?
• Are there considerations associated with R&D requirements?
• Are there any proactive disclosures required as a result of a change in pricing?
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Data Rights Issues
•

•

•

Does the transition to new technology impact data rights?
– Rights in technical data and computer software are governed by FAR 52.227-14 and DFARS
252.227-7013
– Government may have one of three types of rights: (1) unlimited rights, (2) limited rights
(technical data)/restricted rights (computer software), (3) government purpose rights
Can the transition to new technology result in unlimited data rights to the government?
– Under FAR, must consider whether the data was first produced in performance of the contract
– Under DFARS, must consider what the government paid for
• contractors must be mindful of funding source
How can contractors work with vendors and subcontractors while protecting their data rights?
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Other Considerations
• Ethical concerns surrounding emerging technologies
– Clean up “dirty” technology in shift from Big Data to Smart Data
– Lack of developer accountability = enhanced accountability for
companies using the technology
– Discrimination / diversity & inclusion
– Can machines conspire to create unfair competition liability?
• Privacy concerns inherent in the use of emerging technologies
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